High expression of AKR1C1 is associated with proliferation and migration of small-cell lung cancer cells

Abstract: AKR1C1 is a member of the AKR1C family, which not only plays an important role in hormone metabolism but is believed to be involved in carcinogen metabolism. Our previous study demonstrated that AKR1C1 was highly expressed in lung tumor tissues as compared with the tumor-adjacent tissues. Small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) is a special type of lung cancer. Surgical treatment of SCLC is usually difficult due to the high degree of malignancy and early metastasis, and difficulty in obtaining clinical specimens. There is not much basic or clinical research on SCLC in the People’s Republic of China even in recent years. To investigate the mechanism of AKR1C1 in the pathogenesis of SCLC, the present study used H446 cell line to see whether AKR1C1 could affect the proliferation or migration of SCLC cells, and used a lentivirus to build the AKR1C1 overexpression and under-expression cell lines. The results indicated that AKR1C1 was an important inducement in the proliferation and migration of H446 cells. AKR1C1 promoted cell proliferation and played a vital role in the migration of SCLC cells. These results were also verified in nude mice in vivo. In conclusion, AKR1C1 plays an important role in the development and progression of SCLC and may represent an independent biomarker for assessment of the primary prognosis and therapy of SCLC.
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Introduction

Lung cancer is one of the most common human cancers, accounting for approximately 14% and 13% of the overall male and female cancer cases, respectively. Lung cancer mortality accounts for 26% of total mortality in women and 28% in men, both in the first place in cancer mortality.1 Lung cancer is the primary cause of cancer deaths in many countries at present.1 Small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) is a type of neuroendocrine tumor, accounting for approximately 15%–25% of all malignant tumors of the lung and representing one of the most aggressive and lethal cancer types. It is difficult to predict the prognosis of SCLC at the primary stage due to rapid growth and early metastasis of the disease. The 5-year survival rate is only 10%–13% for limited-stage SCLC and 1%–2% for extensive-stage SCLC.2–4 Therefore, it is urgent to investigate the progression of SCLC.

NAD(P)(H)-dependent oxidoreductases of the AKR1C family play essential roles in the metabolism of all steroid hormones, conjugated steroids, neurosteroids, and bile acids.5 There are four AKR1C isoforms (AKR1C1–AKR1C4) existing in humans, whose genes are clustered on chromosome 10p14.6–7 Recently, a study8 demonstrated that the members of the AKR1C superfamily were involved in carcinogen metabolism. For instance, AKR1C3 was highly expressed in prostate and breast cancer tissues and...
could stimulate cancer cell proliferation, suggesting that AKR1C3 is a potential therapeutic target for a number of malignancies. AKR1C2 could serve as a biomarker to evaluate the efficacy of chemotherapy in patients with advanced non-SCLC. AKR1C4 is one of the susceptible genes for common familial colorectal cancer. AKR1C1 is a less well-known member of the AKR1C family, and was reported to be highly expressed in different cancer types such as prostate cancer, endometrial cancer, and non-SCLC. In contrast, recent studies demonstrated that low AKR1C1 expression was associated with poor survival rates in breast cancer patients. In addition, AKR1C1 expression was also related to drug resistance in several tumor types, such as human colon cancer and skin keratinocyte HaCaT cells. The low expression of AKR1C1 may slow down the progression of cancer. All these results suggest that AKR1C1 plays a complex role in carcinogenesis. However, the exact function and regulatory mechanism of AKR1C1 in carcinogenesis remain unclear. Additionally, it appears that none of the previous studies on AKR1C1 has been conducted in SCLC.

In the present study, we first investigated the differential expression of AKR1C1 in 60 pairs of lung cancer tissues including ten pairs of SCLC tissues, and then changed the expression level of AKR1C1 in SCLC cells and analyzed changes in H446 cells in a nude mouse model in vivo to explore the biological value of AKR1C1 in SCLC.

### Materials and methods

#### Human tissue samples

Tissue microarrays (OD-CT-Rslug01-007, Xinchao Biotechnology Company, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China) were performed on 60 pairs of lung cancer and adjacent tissues from 45 clinical stage II–III male patients and 15 clinical stage I female patients according to the 2007 World Health Organization (WHO) classification system. The mean age of the 60 patients at the time of surgery was 62.9 years (Table 1). In addition, the AKR1C1 expression was also evaluated in ten pairs of SCLC and adjacent tissues from male patients, including five cases of clinical stage I and five cases of stage II–III according to the 2007 WHO classification system. The mean age of the ten patients at the time of surgery was 64.8 years (Table 2).

#### Cell line and culture

Human SCLC cell line NCI-H446 cells (Cell Bank Type Culture Collection of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China) were maintained in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI)-1640 (Hyclone, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO₂. Confluent cells were passaged with trypsin-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (0.05% trypsin and 0.53 mM tetrasodium EDTA). In the present study, we first investigated the differential expression of AKR1C1 in 60 pairs of lung cancer tissues including ten pairs of SCLC tissues, and then changed the expression level of AKR1C1 in SCLC cells and analyzed changes in H446 cells in a nude mouse model in vivo to explore the biological value of AKR1C1 in SCLC.

### Table 1 Clinical characteristics of the 60 lung cancer patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Number of patients (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td>N=60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>45 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>15 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>62.9±9.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>43–78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>15/60 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II–III</td>
<td>45/60 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathological type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSCLC</td>
<td>50 (83.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCLC</td>
<td>10 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** SCLC, small-cell lung cancer; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer.

### Lentivirus transfection

AKR1C1 was silenced and overexpressed by AKR1C1 lentivirus transfection into NCI-H446 cells. The lentivirus with human AKR1C1 was chemically synthesized by GenePharma (Shanghai, People’s Republic of China) according to the published sequence on National Center for Biotechnology Information (Gen ID: 1645). The siRNA sequence was 5′-AAGCTTGAAGCCACCAAAT-3′. The effectiveness of AKR1C1 gene silencing and overexpression was confirmed by Western blotting as described later. To detect tumor metastasis in vivo, different groups of cells (overexpression group, silenced group, untreated group, and two negative control groups) were transfected stably with the lentivirus.

### Table 2 Clinical characteristics of the ten SCLC patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Number of patients (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td>N=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>64.8±10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>43–75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II–III</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** SCLC, small-cell lung cancer.
with luciferase gene (GenePharma, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China).

Cell proliferation assay
Cells were seeded into 96-well culture plates at a density of 5×10³ cells in a final volume of 100 µL/well, and the untransfected cells were used as an untreated control. The cell proliferation rate was analyzed at different time points (24, 48, 72, and 96 hours) by addition of 50 µL MTT solution (Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan) to each well and 4-hour incubation at 37°C. After that, the MTT solution was discarded. Finally, 150 µL dimethyl sulfoxide was added to each well. The absorbance was measured with a spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 570 nm. The mean absorbance values from six wells per group were calculated.

Colony formation assay
Cells were seeded into six-well plates at a density of 500 cells per well and cultured for 2 weeks at 37°C in a humidified incubator. The culture medium was refreshed every 3 days. Finally, the cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), fixed in 1 mL methanol for 30 minutes, and stained with 0.4% crystal violet for 20 minutes at room temperature. The number of colonies containing more than 50 cells was counted and averaged.

Migration assay
AKR1C1 H446 cell migration was evaluated in 24-well Transwell chambers (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA), as directed by the manufacturer. Briefly, in the Transwell chambers, the upper and lower culture compartments of each well were partitioned by a polycarbonate membrane (pore size 8 µm). A total of 1.0×10⁴ cells were placed into the upper chambers with 100 µL RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 1% FBS, and 600 µL RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 20% FBS was added to the lower chambers. After 20-hour incubation in a humidified 5% CO₂ atmosphere at 37°C, the cell monolayers were imaged with an inverted microscope equipped with a digital camera (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Cells were then incubated in 5% FBS RPMI-1640 medium and migration of cells into the scratch wound was photographed and assessed at different time points. The distance of cell migration was compared with that of the untreated control cells by statistical analysis. The experiments were repeated in duplicate at least three times.

Western blotting analysis
Proteins were extracted from cells. Cell lysates were prepared with radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer supplemented with PMSF (Beyotime, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China). The supernatants were collected, and the protein concentrations were determined with a BCA protein assay (Beyotime). An equal amount of the protein extract from each sample (50 µg per lane) was separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on a 12% or 10% polyacrylamide gel and electro-transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes. The membranes were incubated overnight with polyclonal antibodies against anti-AKR1C1 (1:500 dilution, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and anti-GAPDH (1:5,000 dilution, Bioworld Technology Inc., St Louis Park, MN, USA), and then incubated with a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibody (1:5,000 dilution, Abgent, San Diego, CA, USA) at room temperature for 1.5 hours. The blots were treated with an enhanced chemiluminescence reagent (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and immunoreactive bands were detected by exposure to X-ray films.

Tumor growth study in nude mice
The tumorigenic capability of the AKR1C1 stably transfected cells along with control cells was assessed in 6-week-old male athymic nude mice. All animals were maintained in a sterile environment. All experiments were performed in triplets.

Wound-healing assay
Cells were seeded into six-well plates at a density of 1×10⁶ and incubated with growth medium as described earlier. After 24-hour incubation, confluent monolayer cells were wounded with a yellow sterile pipette tip. The cellular debris was removed with a PBS wash, and the wounded areas of the cell monolayers were imaged with an inverted microscope equipped with a digital camera (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Cells were then incubated in 5% FBS RPMI-1640 medium and migration of cells into the scratch wound was photographed and assessed at different time points. The distance of cell migration was compared with that of the untreated control cells by statistical analysis. The experiments were repeated in duplicate at least three times.

Migration assay
AKR1C1 H446 cell migration was evaluated in 24-well Transwell chambers (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA), as directed by the manufacturer. Briefly, in the Transwell chambers, the upper and lower culture compartments of each well were partitioned by a polycarbonate membrane (pore size 8 µm). A total of 1.0×10⁴ cells were placed into the upper chambers with 100 µL RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 1% FBS, and 600 µL RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 20% FBS was added to the lower chambers. After 20-hour incubation in a humidified 5% CO₂ atmosphere at 37°C, the cell monolayers were imaged with an inverted microscope equipped with a digital camera (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Cells were then incubated in 5% FBS RPMI-1640 medium and migration of cells into the scratch wound was photographed and assessed at different time points. The distance of cell migration was compared with that of the untreated control cells by statistical analysis. The experiments were repeated in duplicate at least three times.

Western blotting analysis
Proteins were extracted from cells. Cell lysates were prepared with radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer supplemented with PMSF (Beyotime, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China). The supernatants were collected, and the protein concentrations were determined with a BCA protein assay (Beyotime). An equal amount of the protein extract from each sample (50 µg per lane) was separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on a 12% or 10% polyacrylamide gel and electro-transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes. The membranes were incubated overnight with polyclonal antibodies against anti-AKR1C1 (1:500 dilution, Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and anti-GAPDH (1:5,000 dilution, Bioworld Technology Inc., St Louis Park, MN, USA), and then incubated with a horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibody (1:5,000 dilution, Abgent, San Diego, CA, USA) at room temperature for 1.5 hours. The blots were treated with an enhanced chemiluminescence reagent (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and immunoreactive bands were detected by exposure to X-ray films.

Tumor growth study in nude mice
The tumorigenic capability of the AKR1C1 stably transfected cells along with control cells was assessed in 6-week-old male athymic nude mice. All animals were maintained in a sterile environment. All animals were maintained in a daily 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle. Briefly, cells were grown to 80% confluence, harvested by trypsinization, washed twice in PBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and re-suspended to a final concentration of 1×10⁶ cells/mL in sterile PBS. A 0.1 mL cell suspension was injected into the left flank
of the 6-week-old mice. Six mice were inoculated per test group. The tumor volume (mm$^3$) was calculated using the formula for the volume of a prolate ellipsoid, $(w/2)(L)$, in which $w$ and $L$ are the width and length of the tumor in millimeters, respectively. Tumors were harvested from the mice after 6-week growth and fixed in formaldehyde for further analysis.

**Immunohistochemistry**

The microarray was incubated with primary antibodies against AKR1C1. Sections were subsequently incubated with the Cell and Tissue Staining Kit HRP-DAB system (R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded H446 tumors were cut with a microtome into 6 µm sections. Antigen retrieval was performed in 10 mM sodium citrate buffer at pH 6.0 for 16 minutes at 96°C–98°C. Slides were incubated with primary antibodies against AKR1C1, P-ERK, and EGFR. Sections were subsequently incubated with the Cell and Tissue Staining Kit HRP-DAB system (R&D Systems, Inc.), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The positive expression of AKR1C1 was mainly located in the cytoplasm and stained brown. The staining intensity was scored as follows: 0 = no color; 1 = light yellow; 2 = yellow; 3 = brown; and 4 = dark brown. Positive cells accounted for a percentage score standard: 0 = no positive cells; 1 = 1%–25% positive cells; 2 = 26%–50% positive cells; 3 = 51%–75% positive cells; and 4 = more than 75% positive cells. A total score of the two lower than 4 was defined as low expression, and a total score of the two higher than 4 was defined as high expression.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS version 13.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), and significance was determined by two-tailed Student’s $t$-test. Data were considered to be statistically significant at $P<0.05$.

**Ethics**

The study protocols were approved by the Second Military Medical University Institutional Ethical Committee, People’s Republic of China. All animal-handling procedures were performed according to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health and followed the guidelines of the Animal Welfare Act.

**Results**

**Expression of AKR1C1 in lung cancer**

To evaluate the AKR1C1 expression in lung cancer, we analyzed 60 pairs of lung cancer and matched tumor-adjacent tissues by immunohistochemistry. The high-expression rate in the tumor tissues was 90% vs 10% in the tumor-adjacent tissues, indicating that AKR1C1 was highly expressed in lung cancer tumor tissues. Then, we evaluated the AKR1C1 expression in SCLC, and found that the high-expression rate in the tumor tissues was 60% vs 0% in the tumor-adjacent tissues, indicating that AKR1C1 was highly expressed in SCLC tumor tissues as compared with the tumor-adjacent tissues (Figure 1).

**AKR1C1 induces the proliferation and migration of SCLC cells**

To uncover the function of AKR1C1 in SCLC, H446 cells were transfected with lentivirus to create four new cell lines: AKR1C1 overexpressed cell line, AKR1C1 silenced cell line, and two negative control cell lines. The effectiveness of the transfection was confirmed by Western blotting (Figure 2A).

Next, MTT and colony formation assays were performed to observe the function of AKR1C1 in the proliferation of H446 cells, and the percentage of viable cells was detected at four time points (24, 48, 72, and 96 hours). It was found that the percentage of viable cells in AKR1C1 overexpressed cells was significantly higher than that in untreated H446 cells, and the percentage of viable cells of the AKR1C1 silenced cells was the lowest of all five cell lines (AKR1C1 overexpressed cell line, AKR1C1 silenced cell line, two negative control cell lines, and the untreated H446 cell line). There was no sig-

![Figure 1 Immunofluorescence shows that the expression of AKR1C1 in the tumor tissues is significantly higher than that in the tumor-adjacent tissues from the 60 lung cancer patients.](image)

**Notes:** (A) The expression of AKR1C1 in five pairs of lung cancer tissues is significantly higher than that in the tumor-adjacent tissues from the eight pairs of small-cell lung cancer patient tissues (B). Magnification, ×400. The numbers 1–5 and 1–8 relate to the different patient samples taken.

**Abbreviations:** T, tumor tissues; N, tumor-adjacent tissues.
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Figure 2 Western blotting showing the expression levels of AKR1C1 in the five cell lines.
Notes: 1: Untreated, 2: overexpression negative control, 3: overexpression, 4: low expression negative control, and 5: low expression. (A) The expression of AKR1C1 affected the percentage of visible cell levels, (B) the number of cell colonies, (C and D) the wound-healing results, (E and F) transwell results and, (G and H) also affected the expression level of proliferation-related proteins (P-erK, AKT, EGFR, P-EGFR) and migration-related proteins (MMP2, MMP9, EGFR, P-EGFR) (I and J). *P<0.05, **P<0.01.
Abbreviation: h, hour(s).

significant difference between the two negative control groups as compared with the normal H446 cell group (Figure 2B). Similar results were obtained in the colony formation assay. After 2-week incubation of the five different cell lines, the number of colonies formed was counted. The highest number of colonies was observed in AKR1C1 overexpressed cell line, followed by the normal cell line, the AKR1C1 silenced cell line, and the two negative control cell lines (Figure 2C and D). The number of colonies was 70.7±2.05, 69.3±3.68, 112±2.50, 68.0±1.63, and 34.7±1.70 in the untreated control group, AKR1C1 overexpressed negative control group, AKR1C1 overexpressed group, AKR1C1 silenced negative control group, and AKR1C1 silenced group, respectively. Based on these results, we concluded that AKR1C1 was a key mediator in the proliferation of H446 cells.

Subsequently, the role of AKR1C1 in H446 cell migration was observed. As shown in Figure 2E and F, a wound-healing assay was used to examine the impact of AKR1C1 on H446
cell migration. The results showed that cells in AKR1C1 silenced group migrated more slowly than those in the two negative control groups and the untreated control groups, while the velocity of migration in AKR1C1 overexpressed group was the fastest of all. The relative distance of cell migration in the untreated control group, AKR1C1 overexpressed negative control group, AKR1C1 overexpressed group, AKR1C1 silenced negative control group, and AKR1C1 silenced group was 15±2.78, 11.16±6.45, 20±5.27, 13.5±4.27, and 3.5±3.12, respectively. At the same time, another experiment was performed to examine the impact of AKR1C1 on H446 cell migration, the number of cells migrating to the lower surface of the Transwells in AKR1C1 overexpressed group was significantly higher than that in normal H446 cell group (Figure 2G and H). The number of cells migrating to the lower surface of the Transwells in AKR1C1 silenced group was significantly lower than that in normal H446 cell group. The number of cells migrating to the lower surface in the two negative control groups was not significantly different from that in normal H446 cell group. The number of migrated cells was 37.3±3.05/5, 38±3.65/5, 66±2.65/5, 34±5/5, and 20.77±1.53/5 fields in untreated control group, AKR1C1 overexpressed negative control group, AKR1C1 overexpressed group, AKR1C1 silenced negative control group, and AKR1C1 silenced group, respectively. At the same time, a wound-healing assay was used to examine the impact of AKR1C1 on H446 cell migration. The results showed that cells in AKR1C1 silenced group migrated more slowly than those in the two negative control groups and the untreated control groups (Figure 2E and F), while the velocity of migration in AKR1C1 overexpressed group was the fastest of all. The relative distance of cell migration in the untreated control group, AKR1C1 overexpressed negative control group, AKR1C1 overexpressed group, AKR1C1 silenced negative control group, and AKR1C1 silenced group was 15±2.78, 11.16±6.45, 20±5.27, 13.5±4.27, and 3.5±3.12, respectively. These results indicate that AKR1C1 down-regulation not only affected the proliferation but reduced the migration ability of H446 cells. On the contrary, the up-regulation of AKR1C1 suppressed the proliferation and migration of H446 cells.

**AKR1C1 regulates the expression of proliferation and migration-related proteins**

The EGFR, MMP9, and MMP2 proteins play vital roles in cell invasion of SCLC cell lines. P-ERK, AKT, P-EGFR, and EGFR are reported to be related to cell proliferation and migration. Therefore, we tested the EGFR, P-EGFR, MMP9, MMP2, AKT, and P-ERK protein expression levels in H446 cells in AKR1C1 overexpressed, AKR1C1 overexpressed negative control, untreated, AKR1C1 silenced, and AKR1C1 silenced negative control groups (Figure 2H–J), and found that AKR1C1 induced the up-regulation of these migration-related proteins.

**AKR1C1 affects tumor growth in nude mice in vivo**

As shown before, we confirmed the role of AKR1C1 in an SCLC cell line. Next, we attempted to detect the biological function of AKR1C1 in SCLC in vivo. It was found that the rate of tumor growth in the AKR1C1 overexpression group was significantly higher than that in the untreated group. The same result was obtained in terms of the tumor volume and mass, showing that the tumor growing rate and tumor volume and mass were the lowest in the AKR1C1 silencing group (Figure 3A–C). The bodyweight of the nude mice of all three groups decreased as the tumors grew (Figure 3D). In addition, we used immunohistochemistry to support our result and found that the percentage of positive cells for AKR1C1, P-ERK, and EGFR in the AKR1C1 overexpression group was significantly higher than that in the untreated group, and the lowest in the AKR1C1 silenced group (Figure 3E).

**Discussion**

Rapid growth and metastasis are the main reasons that explain why SCLC is the most aggressive form of cancer. The resistance to chemotherapy further increases the difficulty in the clinical treatment of SCLC. Therefore, it is an urgent task to identify an effective way to inhibit the proliferation and migration of SCLC cells. In the present study, we demonstrated that AKR1C1 was associated with the progression of SCLC. Our study on AKR1C1 might provide an early diagnostic marker and a treatment target to suppress the invasion and metastasis of SCLC. In the present study, we analyzed the differences in AKR1C1 expression levels between SCLC tumors and matched tumor-adjacent tissues and observed significantly higher expression levels of AKR1C1 in the SCLC tissues vs. the matched tumor-adjacent tissues.

Many studies have evaluated the silencing of genes involved in the pathways that drive cancer, such as cell cycle and apoptosis, neoplastic transformation, and resistance to conventional therapies. To investigate the function of AKR1C1 in SCLC, we overexpressed and silenced AKR1C1 using a lentivirus. The Western blotting results showed that the AKR1C1 protein expression level underwent significant changes. First, we performed in vitro experiments and cell
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proliferation assays to evaluate the correlation between the AKR1C1 expression levels and H446 cell proliferation. Both MTT and colony formation assays supported the conclusion that AKR1C1 is a proliferation-related gene, and AKR1C1 suppressed the cell proliferation in SCLC cells. Second, our in vivo experiments showed that AKR1C1 also suppressed tumor growth, suggesting that AKR1C1 is a gene related to tumor growth, at least in SCLC. Knowing that cell migration plays a pivotal role in cancer progression and targeting migration is an alternative means of therapy, we performed both in vitro and in vivo experiments to investigate the role of AKR1C1 in tumor invasion, and found that AKR1C1 was not only a gene related to proliferation but affected metastasis in SCLC.

Additionally, EGFR is known to be highly expressed in several tumor cell lines, including SCLC cell line, and there is a correlation between the expression level of EGFR and invasion. AKT and P-ERK induced the proliferation in tumors. MMP2 and MMP9 are members of the family of zinc-binding endopeptidases, and reported to be associated with cancer cell invasion. It was found in our study that the silencing of AKR1C1 induced the down-regulation of MMP2, MMP9, EGFR, AKT, and P-ERK, further suggesting that AKR1C1 is associated with migration and proliferation in SCLC cells. The exact way in which AKR1C1 affects cell proliferation and invasion remains to be further verified. The results of the present study suggest that AKR1C1 might regulate AIF directly.

To avoid differences between individuals, we used case-matched samples of SCLC and tumor-adjacent tissues from the same patient in the microarray. Obviously, the limitation of our study is the limited quantities of clinical samples. The results revealed that AKR1C1 was significantly more highly expressed in the tumor tissue. Because of the limited sample number, we were unable to detect a correlation between the expression levels of AKR1C1 and the stage of the SCLC, and

Figure 3 AKR1C1 induced the proliferation in a mouse model in vivo.

Notes: (A) The tumor volume (B) and mass were different in different groups (C). The bodyweight of the mouse changed as the tumor grew (D). Immunohistochemistry shows that AKR1C1 induced SCLC invasion and proliferation by regulating the expression level of P-ERK and EGFR in a nude mouse model of glioma (E). 1: AKR1C1 overexpression group, 2: untreated group, 3: AKR1C1 silenced group. (E) Immunohistochemistry shows that AKR1C1 induced SCLC invasion and proliferation by regulating the expression level of P-ERK and EGFR in a nude mouse model of glioma. *P<0.05.

Abbreviations: SCLC, small-cell lung cancer; d, day(s).
also unable to detect a correlation between the expression level of AKR1C1 and condition of the patient. If AKR1C1 would be a marker to detect the patient’s condition in the future, a large sample examination will be needed. Perhaps the expression level of AKR1C1 could be used as a marker of early diagnosis and dynamic changes of SCLC.

**Conclusion**

In the present study we measured different expression levels of AKR1C1 in SCLC tissues and tumor-adjacent tissues. AKR1C1 may be related to the proliferation and metastasis of SCLC cells. SCLC is characterized by a short cell doubling time, a high rate of disease progression, early migration to become blood-borne, and lymph metastasis. Despite a relatively good initial response to chemotherapy and radiotherapy, multidrug resistance usually leads to relapse or progression of the disease. As AKR1C1 is reported to be related to drug resistance, targeting AKR1C1 might be an alternative therapy method for SCLC patients. Lower the expression of AKR1C1 could inhibit proliferation and migration at the same time, so we can reduce the occurrence of drug resistance. Silencing AKR1C1 could suppress tumor growth and invasion, and also avoid the resistance to regular chemotherapy and radiotherapy. We could consider a new therapy for SCLC, which is the combination of gene targeting therapy and chemotherapy or radiotherapy.
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